Efficient rational Chebyshev pseudo-spectral method with domain decomposition for optical waveguides modal analysis.
We propose an accurate and computationally efficient rational Chebyshev multi-domain pseudo-spectral method (RC-MDPSM) for modal analysis of optical waveguides. For the first time, we introduce rational Chebyshev basis functions to efficiently handle semi-infinite computational subdomains. In addition, the efficiency of these basis functions is enhanced by employing an optimized algebraic map; thus, eliminating the use of PML-like absorbing boundary conditions. For leaky modes, we derived a leaky modes boundary condition at the guide-substrate interface providing an efficient technique to accurately model leaky modes with very small refractive index imaginary part. The efficiency and numerical precision of our technique are demonstrated through the analysis of high-index contrast dielectric and plasmonic waveguides, and the highly-leaky ARROW structure; where finding ARROW leaky modes using our technique clearly reflects its robustness.